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Variant Of Mad Cow Disease May Be
Transmitted By Blood Transfusions,
According To Animal Study
August 29, 2008 — Blood transfusions are a
valuable treatment mechanism in modern
medicine, but can come with the risk of donor
disease transmission. Researchers are continually
studying the biology of blood products ... > full
story
Not All Fat Is Created Equal: Fat
In Obese Patients Is 'Sick'
Compared To Fat From Lean
Patients
August 29, 2008 — A new study finds that fat in
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the link between obesity and higher risk of
diabetes, heart disease and ... > full story
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Pregnancy Situations Have Impact On Brain
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Natural Chemical From Sea Sponges
Induces Death In Cancer Cells Via Unusual
Pathway
August 29, 2008 — A chemical called
candidaspongiolide (CAN) inhibits protein
synthesis but also kills cancer cells by triggering
caspase 12-dependent programmed cell death,
according to an article in the Aug. 26 ... > full
story
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New Evidence On Addiction To Medicines:
Diazepam Has Effect On Nerve Cells In The
Brain Reward System
August 29, 2008 — Addictions to medicines and
drugs are thought to develop over a relatively long
period of time. The process involves both
structural and functional changes in brain nerve
cells that are still poorly ... > full story
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Ceramic Material Revs Up
Microwaving
Quicker microwave meals that use
less energy may soon be possible
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> full story
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Eyes Evolved For 'X-Ray Vision': Forward-facing Eyes Allow Animals
To 'See Through' Clutter In The World
ScienceDaily (Aug. 29, 2008) — The advantage of
using two eyes to see the world around us has
long been associated solely with our capacity to
see in 3-D. Now, a new study from a scientist at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute has uncovered a
truly eye-opening advantage to binocular vision:
our ability to see through things.
See also:
Plants & Animals
Nature
Extreme Survival
Animals
Fossils & Ruins
Early Humans
Origin of Life
Charles Darwin

Most animals — fish, insects,
reptiles, birds, rabbits, and horses,
for example — exist in non-cluttered
environments like fields or plains,
and they have eyes located on either
side of their head. These sidewaysfacing eyes allow an animal to see in
front of and behind itself, an ability
also known as panoramic vision.
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All animals have a binocular region — parts of the world that
both eyes can see simultaneously — which allows for X-ray
vision and grows as eyes become more forward facing.
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"Our binocular region is a kind of 'spotlight' shining through the
clutter, allowing us to visually sweep out a cluttered region to
recognize the objects beyond it," says Changizi, who is
principal investigator on the project. "As long as the separation
between our eyes is wider than the width of the objects
causing clutter — as is the case with our fingers, or would be
the case with the leaves in the forest — then we can tend to
see through it."
To identify which animals have this impressive power, Changizi
studied 319 species across 17 mammalian orders and
discovered that eye position depends on two variables: the
clutter, or lack thereof in an animal's environment, and the
animal's body size relative to the objects creating the clutter.
Changizi discovered that animals in non-cluttered environments
— which he described as either "non-leafy surroundings, or
surroundings where the cluttering objects are bigger in size
than the separation between the animal's eyes" (think a tiny
mouse trying to see through 6-inch wide leaves in the forest)
— tended to have sideways-facing eyes.
"Animals outside of leafy environments do not have to deal

Bookmark
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1 rule of a flat stomach:
I cut down 37 lbs of stomach fat in 5 months by
obeying this 1 rule.
Wu-YiSource.com

To demonstrate how our eyes allow us to see through clutter,
hold up all of your fingers in random directions, and note how
much of the world you can see beyond them when only one
eye is open compared to both. You miss out on a lot with only
one eye open, but can see nearly everything behind the clutter
with both.
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Humans and other large mammals
— primates and large carnivores like
Reference
tigers, for example — exist in
Equilibrioception
cluttered environments like forests
The evolution of
or jungles, and their eyes have
human intelligence
evolved to point in the same
Pupil
direction. While animals with
Evolution of the eye forward-facing eyes lose the ability
to see what's behind them, they gain
X-ray vision, according to Mark Changizi, assistant professor
of cognitive science at Rensselaer, who says eyes facing the
same direction have been selected for maximizing our ability to
see in leafy environments like forests.

Demonstrating our X-ray ability is fairly simple: hold a pen
vertically and look at something far beyond it. If you first close
one eye, and then the other, you'll see that in each case the
pen blocks your view. If you open both eyes, however, you
can see through the pen to the world behind it.
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A new type of light bulb improves
illumination conditions for reading. A
chrome cap at its top directs light
downwards, casting 40 percent more
light. ... > full story

The eyes of some mammals have evolved to point
in the same direction. While animals with forward
facing eyes lose the ability to see what's behind
them, they gain X-ray vision, which makes it
possible for them to see through the clutter in the
world. (Credit: Rensselaer/Changizi)
Ads by Google
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Survey Explains Why Some Animals Have
Smaller Eyes: Lifestyle Matters More Than Size
(Aug. 12, 2004) — If brain size is proportional to
body size in virtually all vertebrate animals, Cornell
University biologists reasoned, shouldn't eye size
and body size scale the same way? While they
failed to ... > read more
How Well Do Dogs See At Night? (Nov.
9, 2007) — Dogs see a lot better than
humans do at night. Dogs have many
adaptations for low-light vision. A larger
pupil lets in more light. The center of the retina has
more of the light-sensitive cells ... > read more
Predator Fish Heat Their Eyes To Track Prey
(Jan. 20, 2005) — Large and powerful predators
such as swordfishes, tunas, and many sharks are
unique among fishes in that they possess
physiological mechanisms that warm their eyes. A
new investigation reported this ... > read more
Research Lifts Blindfold On Shark Vision
(Feb. 26, 2007) — Sandbar sharks might
have prized flesh and fins which are culinary
delicacies, but scientists are more
interested in their eyes. University of Queensland
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with clutter no matter how big or small they are, so there is
never any X-ray advantage to forward-facing eyes for them,"
says Changizi. "Because binocular vision does not help them
see any better than monocular vision, they are able to survey
a much greater region with sideways-facing eyes."
However, in cluttered environments — which Changizi defined
as leafy surroundings where the cluttering objects are smaller
than the separation between an animal's eyes — animals tend
to have a wide field of binocular vision, and thus forwardfacing eyes, in order to see past leaf walls.
"This X-ray vision makes it possible for animals with forwardfacing eyes to visually survey a much greater region around
themselves than sideways-facing eyes would allow," says
Changizi. "Additionally, the larger the animal in a cluttered
environment, the more forward facing its eyes will be to allow
for the greatest X-ray vision possible, in order to aid in
hunting, running from predators, and maneuvering through
dense forest or jungle."
Changizi says human eyes have evolved to be forward facing,
but that we now live in a non-cluttered environment where we
might actually benefit more from sideways-facing eyes.
"In today's world, humans have more in common visually with
tiny mice in a forest than with a large animal in the jungle. We
aren't faced with a great deal of small clutter, and the things
that do clutter our visual field — cars and skyscrapers — are
much wider than the separation between our eyes, so we
can't use our X-ray power to see through them," Changizi
says. "If we froze ourselves today and woke up a million years
from now, it's possible that it might be difficult for us to look
the new human population in the eyes, because by then they
might be facing sideways."

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2008/08/080828120312.htm

PhD student Lenore Litherland along with ...
> read more
Progeny Of Blind Cavefish Can
'Regain' Their Sight (Jan. 8, 2008) —
Hybridizing blind cave fish from different
cave populations can partially restore the
vision of their offspring, biologists have found. The
study suggests that genetic engineering can
override, at ... > read more
Seeing The Serpent: Ability To Spot Venomous
Snakes May Have Played Major Role In Primate
Evolution (July 20, 2006) — The ability to spot
venomous snakes may have played a major role in
the evolution of monkeys, apes and humans,
according to a new hypothesis by Lynne Isbell,
professor of anthropology at UC ... > read more
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Built-in Eyeshade Offers Clue To Prehistoric
Past (Sep. 22, 2003) — A new, rare fossil of a
prehistoric sea creature bearing eyes like "twin
towers" sheds light on how it lived more than 395
million years ago, says a University of Alberta ...
> read more
Birds Can Tell If You Are Watching
Them -- Because They Are
Watching You (May 5, 2008) — In
humans, the eyes are said to be the
'window to the soul,' conveying much about a
person's emotions and intentions. New research
demonstrates for the first time that birds also
respond to a human's ... > read more

Changizi's research was completed in collaboration with
Shinsuke Shimojo at the California Institute of Technology, and
is published online in the Journal of Theoretical Biology. It was
funded by the National Institutes of Health.

Number of stories in archives: 44,032

Changizi's X-ray vision research, along with his research about
our future-seeing powers, color telepathy, and eye
computation abilities, will appear in his book The Vision
Revolution (BenBella Books), due out in stores this spring.
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Study says eyes evolved for X-Ray vision
Forward-facing eyes allow animals to 'see through' the clutter in the world
Troy, N.Y. – The advantage of using two eyes to see the world around us has long been associated solely with our
capacity to see in 3-D. Now, a new study from a scientist at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute has uncovered a truly
eye-opening advantage to binocular vision: our ability to see through things.
Most animals — fish, insects, reptiles, birds, rabbits, and horses, for example — exist in non-cluttered environments
like fields or plains, and they have eyes located on either side of their head. These sideways-facing eyes allow an
animal to see in front of and behind itself, an ability also known as panoramic vision.
Humans and other large mammals — primates and large carnivores like tigers, for example — exist in cluttered
environments like forests or jungles, and their eyes have evolved to point in the same direction. While animals with
forward-facing eyes lose the ability to see what's behind them, they gain X-ray vision, according to Mark Changizi,
assistant professor of cognitive science at Rensselaer, who says eyes facing the same direction have been selected for
maximizing our ability to see in leafy environments like forests.

The eyes of some mammals have
evolved to point in the same direction.
While animals with forward facing eyes
lose the ability to see what's behind
them, they gain X-ray...
Click here for more information.

All animals have a binocular region — parts of the world that both eyes can see simultaneously — which allows for
X-ray vision and grows as eyes become more forward facing.
Demonstrating our X-ray ability is fairly simple: hold a pen vertically and look at something far beyond it. If you first
close one eye, and then the other, you'll see that in each case the pen blocks your view. If you open both eyes,
however, you can see through the pen to the world behind it.
To demonstrate how our eyes allow us to see through clutter, hold up all of your fingers in random directions, and note
how much of the world you can see beyond them when only one eye is open compared to both. You miss out on a lot
with only one eye open, but can see nearly everything behind the clutter with both.
"Our binocular region is a kind of 'spotlight' shining through the clutter, allowing us to visually sweep out a cluttered
region to recognize the objects beyond it," says Changizi, who is principal investigator on the project. "As long as the
separation between our eyes is wider than the width of the objects causing clutter — as is the case with our fingers, or
would be the case with the leaves in the forest — then we can tend to see through it."
To identify which animals have this impressive power, Changizi studied 319 species across 17 mammalian orders and
discovered that eye position depends on two variables: the clutter, or lack thereof in an animal's environment, and the
animal's body size relative to the objects creating the clutter.
Image A: the diagram on the left
illustrates the skull of an animal with
nearly sidways-facing eyes. The two
orange semicircles show the visual fields
of each eye, and the...
Click here for more information.

Changizi discovered that animals in non-cluttered environments — which he described as either "non-leafy
surroundings, or surroundings where the cluttering objects are bigger in size than the separation between the animal's
eyes" (think a tiny mouse trying to see through 6-inch wide leaves in the forest) — tended to have sideways-facing
eyes.

"Animals outside of leafy environments do not have to deal with clutter no matter
how big or small they are, so there is never any X-ray advantage to forward-facing
eyes for them," says Changizi. "Because binocular vision does not help them see any better than monocular vision,
they are able to survey a much greater region with sideways-facing eyes."
However, in cluttered environments — which Changizi defined as leafy surroundings where the cluttering objects are
smaller than the separation between an animal's eyes — animals tend to have a wide field of binocular vision, and thus
forward-facing eyes, in order to see past leaf walls.
"This X-ray vision makes it possible for animals with forward-facing eyes to visually survey a much greater region
around themselves than sideways-facing eyes would allow," says Changizi. "Additionally, the larger the animal in a
cluttered environment, the more forward facing its eyes will be to allow for the greatest X-ray vision possible, in order
to aid in hunting, running from predators, and maneuvering through dense forest or jungle."
Changizi says human eyes have evolved to be forward facing, but that we now live in a non-cluttered environment
where we might actually benefit more from sideways-facing eyes.
"In today's world, humans have more in common visually with tiny mice in a forest than with a large animal in the
jungle. We aren't faced with a great deal of small clutter, and the things that do clutter our visual field — cars and
skyscrapers — are much wider than the separation between our eyes, so we can't use our X-ray power to see through
them," Changizi says. "If we froze ourselves today and woke up a million years from now, it's possible that it might be
difficult for us to look the new human population in the eyes, because by then they might be facing sideways."

Most animals have sideways-facing eyes
that allow for a panoramic view of nearly
all that's around them, both in front and
behind.
Click here for more information.

###
Changizi's research was completed in collaboration with Shinsuke Shimojo at the California Institute of Technology, and is published online in the Journal
of Theoretical Biology. It was funded by the National Institutes of Health.
Changizi's X-ray vision research, along with his research about our future-seeing powers, color telepathy, and eye computation abilities, will appear in his
book The Vision Revolution (BenBella Books), due out in stores this spring.
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